The application of autonomous robots in search and rescue missions represents a complex task which requires a robot to make robust decisions in unknown and dangerous environments. However, imprecise robot movements and small measurement errors obtained by robot sensors can have an impact on the autonomous environment exploration quality, and therefore, should be addressed while designing search and rescue (SAR) robots. In this paper, a novel frontier evaluation strategy is proposed, that address technical, economic, social, and environmental factors of the sustainable environment exploration process, and a new extension of the weighted aggregated sum product assessment (WASPAS) method, modelled under interval-valued neutrosophic sets (IVNS), is introduced for autonomous mobile robots. The general-purpose Pioneer 3-AT robot platform is applied in simulated search and rescue missions, and the conducted experimental assessment shows the proposed method efficiency in commercial and public-type building exploration. By addressing the estimated measurement errors in the initial data obtained by the robot sensors, the proposed decision-making framework provides additional reliability for comparing and ranking candidate frontiers. The interval-valued multi-criteria decision-making method combined with the proposed frontier evaluation strategy enables the robot to exhaustively explore and map smaller SAR mission environments as well as ensure robot safety and efficient energy consumption in relatively larger public-type building environments.
Introduction
Nowadays, autonomous robot systems, such as industrial robots [1] , autonomous cars [2] , social [3] and service robots [4] , are increasingly applied to solve real-life problems, and therefore represent a constant object of discussion, not only from the technical, but also from social and ethical perspectives [5] . Progressively growing autonomous robots decision-making capabilities enable such systems to replace humans in labour-intense and dangerous tasks, such as infrastructure maintenance and inspection [6, 7] , or environment exploration and data gathering tasks, such as search and rescue missions [8, 9] .
In general, search and rescue missions are complex tasks in which autonomous robots must safely explore the disaster sites and provide rescue teams with important information, such as victim locations and status, environmental conditions, and the locations of dangerous objects [8, 10, 11] . While designing robots capable of addressing these tasks, several strategies can be taken into consideration. Robot physical structure can be modified to address specific navigation requirements (e.g., opening
Methods

Autonomous Mobile Robot Architecture
The proposed MCDM approach is applied to extend the decision-making module of the general-purpose four-wheel mobile ground robot Pioneer 3-AT [37] . This platform is chosen due to its applicability in search and rescue missions [35, 38] . The robot movement and environment perception functions, namely the control of robot movement and rotation velocity, odometry information publishing, interpretation of sensor data, construction of two-dimensional environment map, and path planning, are managed by the robot operating system (ROS) [39] . However, the robot decision-making module is controlled explicitly by applying the proposed MCDM framework.
In this research, an autonomous search and rescue mission is modelled and simulated in Gazebo software [40] . Hence, the software-provided pre-made Pioneer 3-AT robot is imported into the simulation and equipped with a virtual Hokuyo laser range scanner sensor. This sensor has a 260 • line of sight and is the main perception device used by the robot to detect physical structures and obstacles in an exploration environment. Considering that victim and dangerous object recognition poses a set of problems that are out of the scope of this research, it is assumed that robot has sensing capabilities to identify these problem-related objects of interest (OOIs) with perfect accuracy.
To track its current position in space, and the position of detected OOIs, the autonomous robot builds a two-dimensional, 0.1 m cell-resolution grid map [41] , based on the data obtained by the laser range scanner sensor. In this environment representation model, the exploration area is divided into square cells, where each cell corresponds to the real-world geometrical space and contains the value of cells' occupancy probability. These probability values are in the range of [0,100], where 0 is considered as a free cell and contains no visible obstacles, and the value of 100 indicates that corresponding area is occupied. In this model, the probability value of −1 indicates, that the corresponding area has not been perceived, and the cell value is unknown.
In the modelled search and rescue mission, the Pioneer 3-AT robot applies the iterative frontier selection strategy, which is presented in Figure 1 . At the start of the first iteration, no initial information about the environment and the locations of task-related OOIs are available to the robot. Therefore, for its' first move, the robot is programmed to turn around by 360 • and scan the surrounding area. Then, environmental data obtained by the laser range scanner sensor are mapped on a two-dimensional grid by applying the previously described grid map building methodology. When the map is updated, robot estimates its position on the constructed grid by applying ROS-provided self-localisation algorithm [41] and detects all groups of free cells that are bordering the unknown grid map cells. For each of these cell groups (frontiers), the centre point coordinate is calculated and added to the list of available candidate frontiers. Then, the robot activates the decision-making module and each candidate frontier is evaluated by applying the criteria set, presented in Table 1 , and the proposed interval-valued neutrosophic MCDM framework. The highest-ranked candidate frontier is then selected by the decision-making module. Finally, the robot moves to the selected frontier and updates the partial grid map information with newly obtained data. This data acquisition, evaluation, and frontier selection process is repeated by the decision-making module until one of two conditions are met: the given time limit has passed or there are no candidate frontiers left. poses a set of problems that are out of the scope of this research, it is assumed that robot has sensing capabilities to identify these problem-related objects of interest (OOIs) with perfect accuracy.
In the modelled search and rescue mission, the Pioneer 3-AT robot applies the iterative frontier selection strategy, which is presented in Figure 1 . At the start of the first iteration, no initial information about the environment and the locations of task-related OOIs are available to the robot. Therefore, for its' first move, the robot is programmed to turn around by 360° and scan the surrounding area. Then, environmental data obtained by the laser range scanner sensor are mapped on a two-dimensional grid by applying the previously described grid map building methodology. When the map is updated, robot estimates its position on the constructed grid by applying ROSprovided self-localisation algorithm [41] and detects all groups of free cells that are bordering the unknown grid map cells. For each of these cell groups (frontiers), the centre point coordinate is calculated and added to the list of available candidate frontiers. Then, the robot activates the decisionmaking module and each candidate frontier is evaluated by applying the criteria set, presented in Table 1 , and the proposed interval-valued neutrosophic MCDM framework. The highest-ranked candidate frontier is then selected by the decision-making module. Finally, the robot moves to the selected frontier and updates the partial grid map information with newly obtained data. This data acquisition, evaluation, and frontier selection process is repeated by the decision-making module until one of two conditions are met: the given time limit has passed or there are no candidate frontiers left. Since frontier selection strategy is extended by applying MCDM methodology, next subchapters are dedicated to introducing this MCDM problem formulation, criteria evaluation, and weight selection methodology, as well as a detailed presentation of the proposed interval-valued neutrosophic WASPAS framework.
Problem Formulation
In general, each individual candidate frontier, with a centre point a i (x, y) in an iteratively-obtained set of m candidate frontiers A = (a 1 , . . . , a m ) can be evaluated by applying a set of n criteria, denoted by C = (c 1 , . . . , c n ). Each criterion in C, has an assigned weight value w j , indicating its relative importance to other criteria. By assigning a i (x, y) a vector of weighted criteria C(a i ) = (c 1 (a i ), c 2 (a i ), . . . , c n (a i )), and applying MCDM framework, global utility value Q(a i ) of a candidate frontier can be measured and compared to other candidate values. Considering the proposed environment exploration strategy, the robot is directed to the candidate frontier with the highest Q(a i ).
Criteria for Frontier Evaluation in Autonomous Search and Rescue Mission
Criteria selection for autonomous search and rescue mission is essential to design a balanced strategy that addresses different requirements, set by the stakeholders. Considering the analysis of autonomous environment exploration strategies, robot decision-making modules are commonly driven by spatial-information-based criteria [36] , such as distances between the robot and other objects. However, some search and rescue mission requirements, namely economic and social criteria, currently have lack evidence of an established and published globally-recognised evaluation methodology, suitable for frontier selection in search and rescue missions. Therefore, in the context of this research, we propose to estimate such criteria values by analysing the spatial information.
A total of six criteria are proposed to design an effective decision-making strategy and to address technical, social, environmental, and economic requirements of autonomous search and rescue missions. The subset of criteria, namely c 1 , the distance to the control station, c 2 , the estimated amount of new information that would be gained after reaching the candidate location, c 5 , the estimated energy needed to reach the candidate location, and c 6 , the distance from the robot to candidate frontier location, are traditionally applied in modelling SAR missions [23, 35, 36] . In the context of this research, we also introduce two criteria, denoted as c 3 , the estimated danger to victims, and c 4 , the estimated danger to the robot, to address social and economic aspects of search and rescue missions. The complete criteria set is presented in Table 1 .
Distance to the control station is a technical criterion that essentially defines if a robot can transmit the obtained information after reaching the candidate frontier [35, 36] . If the control station has a constant position p s (x, y), the distance to the candidate frontier denoted as a i (x, y) in A can be measured as a Euclidean distance. By minimising this criterion, the robot can be directed to the nearest candidate frontiers to conduct an exhaustive exploration of the nearby vicinity. On the contrary, maximising this criterion adjusts the robot behaviour to prioritise further located frontiers to conduct fast-paced environment coverage. Considering the operational parameters set to the robot path planning algorithm, the estimated measurement error for this criterion is set to ±1 m.
Similarly, the Euclidean distance from the current robot position p cur (x, y) to the candidate frontier a i (x, y) can be measured and minimised to avoid backtracking behaviour. This technical criterion should ensure that most of the frontiers around the robot would be visited before returning to the frontiers that are closer to the control station.
The last technical criterion in the proposed criteria set, namely, the estimated amount of new information that is expected to be gained by visiting the candidate frontier a i (x, y) is considered to be equal to the length of the frontier. In the context of this research, the autonomous robot applies an ROS-provided Gmapping module [41] to map the unknown environment. In this case, a grid representation is applied, where each cell contains occupancy information. By detecting free cell chains that are neighbouring unknown cells, robot decision-making module can measure candidate frontier length and direct the robot to frontiers that are estimated to provide more information. Considering the resolution of the reconstructed grid map, the estimated measurement error for this criterion is set to ±0.1 m.
Estimated energy that would be consumed by reaching the candidate frontier represents the movement cost and address the environmental factor of search and rescue mission. The decision-making module estimates the criterion value by measuring the time t a i needed to reach the candidate frontier a i (x, y). To estimate this criterion value, an autonomous robot computes a set of paths R = (r 1 , r 2 , . . . , r k ) for each candidate frontier a i (x, y) in set A, and each path r = (wp 1 , wp 2 , . . . , wp m ) is constructed from a set of m waypoints wp. In r, starting from the current robot position p cur = wp 1 to the candidate frontier a i (x, y) = wp m , two connecting waypoints wp i and wp i+1 create a path segment. Therefore, the distance between two waypoints can be denoted as d(wp i , wp i+1 ) and the corner between two lines can be expressed as α(wp i , wp i+1 , wp i+2 ). The criterion value can be measured by:
where v m = 0.1 m/s is the minimum robot movement velocity, and v r = 0.1 • /s is the minimum robot rotation velocity. Naturally, the decision-making module should minimise the criterion to prolong the robot operation time. Considering the operational parameters set to the robot path planning algorithm, the estimated measurement error for this criterion is set to ±10 s. The estimated damage for following the planned path is an important economic criterion which addresses the robot safety in search and rescue missions. During these missions, several events may occur that can directly affect the autonomous environment exploration process (e.g., some parts of the building can collapse, blocking the previously traversable path or damaging the robot). High radiation, open fire sources, and other dangerous obstacles can also affect the robot, making it unable to continue the mission [9] . In the context of this research, such objects are treated as dangerous objects of interest (OOIs) that are randomly distributed through the search and rescue environment. The estimated danger to the robot is calculated by introducing a penalty point system. The decision-making module calculates Euclidean distances d d from each waypoint wp in a path r to all known dangerous OOIs in O d = OOI d 1 , OOI d 2 , . . . , OOI d n . The penalty points pp are calculated by linearly increasing their value from 0 to 3, depending on the distance between the OOI i and each wp in r. For example, if the distance between wp i and OOI i is greater than 3 m, the robot is safe and receives no penalty points. However, if the distance between wp i and OOI i is 2 m, the robot receives one penalty point.
Subsequently, if the distance is 0.5 m, robot receives 2.5 penalty points. Considering the resolution of the reconstructed grid map, the estimated measurement errors for point-based criteria are set to ±0.2 p, and the criterion value pp i is estimated by the sum of all penalty points for each path by the following equation:
Finally, the estimated danger to the victim is a social criterion, designed to direct the robot closer to an injured person and collect more data about them and their environment. First, the decision-making module evaluates the Euclidean distance d v from each wp in the planned path r to all visible victims O v = (OOI v1 , OOI v2 , . . . , OOI vn ). If d v < 6 m, the danger posed to the victim by nearby dangerous OOIs in O d = OOI d 1 , OOI d 2 , . . . , OOI d n can be estimated by applying the previously described linear point-based methodology. However, in this case, the area-of-effect zones for dangerous OOIs are increased to 6 m and the sum of danger points, denoted by dp i , can be estimated by the following equation:
By utilising technical, environmental, economic, and social criteria, the robot decision-making module can make more precise decisions in search and rescue missions. However, criteria weights need to be adjusted to ensure the balanced and efficient environment exploration process.
Weight Selection
To ensure the efficiency of the proposed decision-making strategy, an expert group was formed to evaluate the applicability of the proposed criteria set, and to determine weights for each criterion. A total of seven experts working in the field of autonomous robots and decision-making systems participated in criteria ranking and weighting process. To convert variating expert opinions into a well-formed weight set, a stepwise weight assessment ratio analysis (SWARA) [42] is applied. The general weight calculation process by SWARA method can be described as follows:
1.
The criteria set directed to addressing common task requirements are composed and evaluated by the experts.
2.
Next, experts sort the criteria by their importance in descending order.
3.
Then, pairwise comparison is conducted to estimate criteria relative importance s j↔ j+1 , and an average criteria importance values s j are calculated for each criterion.
4.
The coefficients of the comparative importance indicators are assessed by k j = s j + 1.
5.
The intermediate weights are calculated for each criterion by q j = q j−1 k j .
6.
Finally, normalised criteria weight values are calculated by w j = q j n j=1 q j .
By analysing the autonomous unknown environment exploration problem, the experts have agreed on the criteria importance order, presented in Table 1 . The criteria weight calculation process and results obtained by the SWARA method are provided in Tables 2 and 3 . 
WASPAS-IVNS Framework
The original weighted aggregated sum product assessment method was first introduced in [43] . Since then, the framework has been extended several times [44] to better address uncertainties in initial data. As a product of such development, a recent WASPAS extension by single-valued neutrosophic sets [45] , namely WASPAS-SVNS, was introduced in [25] . This method essentially enables the robot designer to model decision-related information by truth, falsity, and indeterminacy functions and has already been applied in an autonomous environment exploration task [23] . The WASPAS framework is constructed from two objectives which provide additional reliability in the decision-making process. Also, the WASPAS method requires very few computational resources, which is especially relevant for real-time applications. However, to address the problem of the small errors produced by imprecise robot movements and imperfect sensor readings, we propose a new formulation of WASPAS method, modelled under interval-valued neutrosophic set environment, namely WASPAS-IVNS. The general properties of the interval-valued neutrosophic set (IVNS) [46] , and the proposed WASPAS-IVNS framework are presented as follows.
If a set of criteria modelled under the interval-valued neutrosophic environment is considered as a domain of problem-related objects X, and x ∈ X is a value of the single criterion, an interval-valued neutrosophic set N ⊂ X can be denoted by a general form of:
for all x ∈ X. The three membership degree functions define N: the truth-membership degree function T N (x), the indeterminacy-membership degree function I N (x), and the falsity-membership degree function F N (x). These functions are described by subsets of
Like all multi-criteria decision-making methods, the WASPAS-IVNS approach begins with a construction of the decision matrix Y. The single matrix object y ij ∈ Y, i = 1, . . . , n and j = 1, . . . , m is modelled under the interval-valued neutrosophic environment and corresponds to the i th criteria of j th alternative (in this research, a candidate frontier). This decision matrix can be expressed as:
Next, decision matrix elements are normalised by applying the following normalisation function:
After element normalisation, the neutrosophication step is performed, and the initially crisp values of the decision matrix are transformed into interval-valued neutrosophic numbers. For this conversion, modification rates presented in [25] are applied.
After this step, the first objective of WASPAS-IVNS framework, which is based on the sum of the total relative importance of the alternative j, is calculated by the following equation:
where j is the alternative, and (y * n ) ij are interval-valued neutrosophic members with w i weight. L max corresponds to criteria set members that are maximised, and L min corresponds to criteria set members that are minimised.
The second objective of WASPAS-IVNS framework, which is based on the product total relative importance of alternative j, can be calculated by the following equation:
Members of this function share their definitions with those provided for Equation (7) . Finally, the value of the joint generalised criteria is determined by:
To complete the WASPAS-IVNS objectives, the following interval neutrosophic algebra operations should be applied. The multiplication of interval-valued neutrosophic number (y *
, [in f f n , sup f n ] and a positive real number λ can be defined by Equation (10), and the complementary neutrosophic number component can be defined by Equation (11) . The summation of two IVNNs y
, [in f f n2 , , sup f n2 ] can be calculated by applying Equation (12) . The power function of an interval-valued neutrosophic number and a positive real number λ, required by the second WASPAS-IVNS objective, is defined by Equation (13) . Finally, the multiplication result of two IVNNs y
, [in f f n2 , sup f n2 ] can be calculated by applying the Equation (14):
To determine and select the highest-ranked candidate frontier, the obtained values can be compared by applying the interval-valued neutrosophic number comparison functions, namely, score function, denoted by s(Q 1 ), accuracy function, denoted by a(Q 1 ), and certainty function, denoted by c(Q 1 ). These functions can be expressed by the following equations:
The comparison of two SVNNs by score, accuracy and certainty functions can be completed in the following:
1.
If p(s(Q 1 ) ≥ s(Q 2 )) > 0.5, then Q 1 Q 2 , or Q 1 is superior to Q 2 .
2.
If p(s(Q 1 ) ≥ s(Q 2 )) = 0.5 and p(a(Q 1 ) ≥ a(Q 2 )) > 0.5, then Q 1 Q 2 , or Q 1 is superior to Q 2 .
3.
If
The degree of the possibility of the score function is determined by the following equation:
The degrees of the possibility for the accuracy and certainty functions are calculated in the respective approach. Next, we provide the practical application example of the proposed WASPAS-IVNS framework in search and rescue missions.
Experimental Evaluation of WASPAS-IVNS Framework
In this research, search and rescue missions with time restrictions are considered. Robot operation time is bounded by a 20-min time interval, through which the autonomous robot must map the exploration environment and mark the detected OOI's on it. In this experiment, the OOIs are limited to human victims and dangerous objects.
Search and Rescue Environment
To assess the proposed WASPAS-IVNS framework in search and rescue missions, two indoor environments representing commercial-type and public-type buildings were considered. In the commercial-type building environments (e.g., retail shops), rooms and staff-only areas are relatively small and are commonly connected to each other by the central hall. This type of structure requires the robot to constantly backtrack to previous locations in order to visit new ones. Differently, public-type buildings, such as hospitals, are distinguished by wide open spaces and looping corridors, enabling the robot to observe more environment and detect dangerous OOIs in advance. Both of these environments are presented in Figure 2 .
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By comparing robot behaviour and the results obtained between the commercial-type and public-type building environments, several observations can be made. The results of the autonomous robot exploration obtained in the small commercial-type building environments are presented in Figure 4 . In this environment, the autonomous robot was able to map the whole exploration space, totalling at an average of 491.3 square meters, and detect all OOIs before the given time limit. However, the robot also received heavy penalties, averaging at 5.43 penalty points. This can be explained by addressing the proposed environment exploration strategy, namely the distribution of criteria weights. The proposed strategy prioritises exploration before robot safety, and therefore, ensures that nearby locations would be visited first. As can be seen in Figure 4 and from the robot movement trajectory in one of the test runs, presented in Figure 5 , robot decision-making module first directs the robot to visit the room on the left. However, the dangerous obstacle is not seen from the robot starting location, and this criterion does not participate in the decision-making process. Therefore, the robot drives into a room and receives a penalty at early exploration stages.
However, a different behaviour can be observed near the end of the search and rescue mission. When the robot decision-making module has to choose between the room at the top-right and the room at the bottom-left corner of the map, the robot is first directed to visit the room at the top. In this situation, the robot can see the victim in a nearby room, and a dangerous object, located at the bottom of the map. The proposed decision-making strategy prioritises the minimisation of the expected damage to the robot and to make contact with the victim. Hence, the last room is visited only when there are no more options left. Here, by evading the dangerous OOI blocking its way, the robot detects the hidden victim. Environment information
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The average of Penalty points obtained over time In this environment, the autonomous robot was able to map the whole exploration space, totalling at an average of 491.3 square meters, and detect all OOIs before the given time limit. However, the robot also received heavy penalties, averaging at 5.43 penalty points. This can be explained by addressing the proposed environment exploration strategy, namely the distribution of criteria weights. The proposed strategy prioritises exploration before robot safety, and therefore, ensures that nearby locations would be visited first. As can be seen in Figure 4 and from the robot movement trajectory in one of the test runs, presented in Figure 5 , robot decision-making module first directs the robot to visit the room on the left. However, the dangerous obstacle is not seen from the robot starting location, and this criterion does not participate in the decision-making process. Therefore, the robot drives into a room and receives a penalty at early exploration stages.
However, a different behaviour can be observed near the end of the search and rescue mission. When the robot decision-making module has to choose between the room at the top-right and the room at the bottom-left corner of the map, the robot is first directed to visit the room at the top. In this situation, the robot can see the victim in a nearby room, and a dangerous object, located at the bottom of the map. The proposed decision-making strategy prioritises the minimisation of the expected damage to the robot and to make contact with the victim. Hence, the last room is visited only when there are no more options left. Here, by evading the dangerous OOI blocking its way, the robot detects the hidden victim. The results of autonomous robot exploration in a public-type building environment are presented in Figure 6 . Differently from the commercial-type building environments, in a public-type building environment, the robot was not able to complete an exhaustive environment exploration, due to the set time restrictions. These results are to be expected when applying the proposed environment exploration strategy, especially when considering the criterion, denoting the distance from the candidate frontier location to the robot control centre. The criterion is minimised, to ensure that the robot will be able to transfer the obtained information after reaching the candidate frontier. Therefore, at the start of the search and rescue mission, the robot spends a lot of time analysing nearby locations, as presented by the robot movement trajectory in one of the test runs, depicted in Figure 7 . Environment information
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The average of Penalty points obtained over time Differently from the commercial-type building environments, in a public-type building environment, the robot was not able to complete an exhaustive environment exploration, due to the set time restrictions. These results are to be expected when applying the proposed environment exploration strategy, especially when considering the c 1 criterion, denoting the distance from the candidate frontier location to the robot control centre. The criterion is minimised, to ensure that the robot will be able to transfer the obtained information after reaching the candidate frontier. Therefore, at the start of the search and rescue mission, the robot spends a lot of time analysing nearby locations, as presented by the robot movement trajectory in one of the test runs, depicted in Figure 7 . On average, the robot managed to map 812.9 square meters of environmental information and detect 2.3 dangerous objects and 2.2 victims. However, the robot also received fewer penalty points, averaging at 1.04. The small number of received penalty points can also be explained not only by the integration of the proposed criteria, but also by analysing the physical structure of the test environment. In this case, wide-open spaces enable the robot to detect dangerous objects in advance and to make the decisions accordingly.
Conclusions
Autonomous robot applications in search and rescue missions requires the robot decisionmaking module to be capable of making effective decisions in unknown environments by taking into consideration a set of mission-related criteria. However, the quality of robot-made decisions can be affected by the small errors in the initial data (e.g., imprecise environment map representation or sensor readings). Hence, in this research, a new frontier evaluation strategy is proposed for modelling search and rescue missions by introducing a new set of criteria that addresses technical, environmental, social, and economic factors of SAR missions. The robot-applied candidate frontier evaluation process is explicitly controlled by the proposed interval-valued neutrosophic WASPAS framework, namely, WASPAS-IVNS. This method is introduced to improve the decision-making process by addressing small measurement errors, obtained due to imperfect sensor readings and imprecise robot movements.
The experimental evaluation results show that our proposed method is effective in search and rescue scenarios and can be applied to solve complex real-time tasks. By addressing the estimated measurement errors, the proposed decision-making framework provides additional reliability when comparing candidate frontiers with similar initial criteria values, as presented in Section 4.2. In relatively small commercial-type buildings, the robot can conduct an exhaustive search and create a complete map of the environment before reaching the given time limit of 20 min. However, bigger, public-type building environments are more problematic in a sense that robot has to cover more area with same time restrictions. Therefore, the proposed criteria list should be adjusted accordingly. For example, the criterion should be maximised to direct the robot to further located frontiers. The conducted experiments also show that the biggest threats to the robot in such environments are unknown damage sources. The proposed criteria set is only effective when the robot can detect and evaluate all task-related information. If the robot has no information about the objects located around the corners, the decision-making module has no method to estimate the possible danger or benefit of finding a victim and makes the decision, based only on , , , criteria.
For possible future work, the authors will consider addressing this problem by introducing additional robot movement rules that would stop the robot and force it to re-evaluate the decision as On average, the robot managed to map 812.9 square meters of environmental information and detect 2.3 dangerous objects and 2.2 victims. However, the robot also received fewer penalty points, averaging at 1.04. The small number of received penalty points can also be explained not only by the integration of the proposed criteria, but also by analysing the physical structure of the test environment. In this case, wide-open spaces enable the robot to detect dangerous objects in advance and to make the decisions accordingly.
Autonomous robot applications in search and rescue missions requires the robot decision-making module to be capable of making effective decisions in unknown environments by taking into consideration a set of mission-related criteria. However, the quality of robot-made decisions can be affected by the small errors in the initial data (e.g., imprecise environment map representation or sensor readings). Hence, in this research, a new frontier evaluation strategy is proposed for modelling search and rescue missions by introducing a new set of criteria that addresses technical, environmental, social, and economic factors of SAR missions. The robot-applied candidate frontier evaluation process is explicitly controlled by the proposed interval-valued neutrosophic WASPAS framework, namely, WASPAS-IVNS. This method is introduced to improve the decision-making process by addressing small measurement errors, obtained due to imperfect sensor readings and imprecise robot movements.
The experimental evaluation results show that our proposed method is effective in search and rescue scenarios and can be applied to solve complex real-time tasks. By addressing the estimated measurement errors, the proposed decision-making framework provides additional reliability when comparing candidate frontiers with similar initial criteria values, as presented in Section 4.2. In relatively small commercial-type buildings, the robot can conduct an exhaustive search and create a complete map of the environment before reaching the given time limit of 20 min. However, bigger, public-type building environments are more problematic in a sense that robot has to cover more area with same time restrictions. Therefore, the proposed criteria list should be adjusted accordingly. For example, the c 1 criterion should be maximised to direct the robot to further located frontiers.
The conducted experiments also show that the biggest threats to the robot in such environments are unknown damage sources. The proposed criteria set is only effective when the robot can detect and evaluate all task-related information. If the robot has no information about the objects located around the corners, the decision-making module has no method to estimate the possible danger or benefit of finding a victim and makes the decision, based only on c 1 , c 2 , c 5 , c 6 criteria.
For possible future work, the authors will consider addressing this problem by introducing additional robot movement rules that would stop the robot and force it to re-evaluate the decision as soon as it drives through the doors or obtains new environment information. The authors also consider expanding the proposed criteria list by conducting a more in-depth interview of stakeholders to identify and address other common search and rescue requirements. 
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